NOTES ON SPOHR'S SYMPHONIES
by Simon M. Ballard
a new cple of Bealrorren synphonies appears in our recording catalogues so regularly, it has been
!o now, several fine conposers have been almost totally neglected, in spite of the fact that they wrote
ad il is only since the
excellent works for this medium. Spohr must be corurted in the front rank of such composen
introduction of CDs that we have been given a long overdue chance to become better acquainted with much of his
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Symphony No.l in E flat

Coirrcidence, probably brI' nwertlreless, there is a bw to Mozart in the opa'ring four notes of this symphony

for they
aetheprecisefogrwhictropanthefinaleof Mozart'sltrpiter.TlrcnanAllegro of thefustmovement' howwer, is more
atin in borfr fey and tempo to Mozart's E flat work, K.543. Already, in the course of this earliest Spohr symphony we
notice the side-slipping modulations that we have come to lnow std love with our composer. The slow movement is
obviously influenced by llaydn it is faintly like that master's Clocft symphony slow movement in feeling; and the
repetitions of rlre main tlrenre are beautifully ard intoestingly varied. The minuet and finale also have a Haydnesque feel
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-

tothem.
Symphony No.2 in D minor
This work, as it strould be, is more polished and deeply felt than No.1 . There is here the wisdul pathos that we associate

most wirh the composer, coupled with the invariably expert orchestration. Iong populu in Englad during Spohr's
lifetime, the D minor symphony achieves a natural build ard progression, frqn the rhythmically fascinating firs
movement (e.g. 0re second zubject accompaniment) ttrough ttre lovely slow movern€nt and lively sctrcrzo to the cheefirl
finale, where Haydn once more puts in an appearance.
Symphony No3 in C minor
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in this third symphony, we have a jolly, Haydn-like finale, preceded by a fine scherzo with the usual fascinating Trio,
from rlre point of view of modulatisr. Pleasant rhough the slow movement is, it is perhaps one of his weaker movements
mayb it is ttre themes that are just a touch dull.
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Symphony No.4 in F The Consecration o! Sound
ti,is-is th; fi$t symphony with a programmatic idea; the actual programme was covered in great detail in the 1993
Spohr Joumal. The dark introduction, followed by a gently swaying first movernent contains passages of startling

oiginality-thewonderfirlbirdcalls,forexample.Grailed,Beethoven's

Pastoralslowmovementfeaturesthreebirds

foo; butthese sgem very well behaved when compared with Spohr's odd and discordant ones! The movements of this
work are more closely connected than in ttre preceding symphonies and one is not particularly aware of each separate

the March very Weberian. The last
m(xement overall. The slower sections are very characteristic of the composer
section of the symphony opens with a theme very similar to that of the first movement AIIegro; this sort of 'crossreference' being a hint of things to come in the following work.
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Symphony NoS in C minor

along
By common consent, this synphony ranks as one of the great masterpieces of Spotr. It is a ruly 'cyclic' work
ortd, in its remarkable theme transformations, it foretells exactly
with schumann's fourlh, one of the frst of its kind
tlre kind of composition ftat Saint-Sa0ns was to construct in his 'Organ' Symphony. Not for the first time, too, do we
note the influence that Spohr must have had on Sullivan, (remember that Spohr is mentioned in the Mikado's song) for
example, in the melody of the syrnphony's introduction played on the oboe, in a different tempo, at the beginning of the
middle sectiqr of the first movenrent; indeed, it miglrt have come straight out of lolanhe! It is this very melody that after
how one
being then briefly swept away grows into the longer utterly sublime music of the remainder of the section
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wishes it could go on fu Eyer! The lovely slow movernent thinly disguises its detn to tre slow movement of Beethoven's
and both movements
Fifttr
compare the opening melody with bars 224-225 of lhe Beethoven An dante, for example
bask in the same radiurt A flat major warmth. A brilliant scherzo follows, the Trio looking fonrard to Dvotdk and then
rhe tense finale with its marvellous references to the opening theme of &e symphony again (the wol*'s 'motto'). The
fifth is a truly remarkable masterpiece, whose appearance in our concert programmes ought to be assured.
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Symphony No.6 in G Historical

symphony sets out to suggest the four periods of music with which Spohr was familiar (including the so+alled
.New'per,iod of his own &y). It is obvious that an idea such as this would lead to a certain amoult of gentle pastiche;
but our compoBer manages to place his personal stamp on each movement without sacrificing the basic idea of it. The
almost verbatim quotations fiorn trro Mozart synphonies (in movement two) were obviously deliberate and the Schelzo
miglrt easily have come from Beethoven himself. The final movement shows Spohr experimanting again; so, although
the symphony is not one of the most original of the series it stands as a very interesting and certainly 'historical'

ftris

document.

Symphony No.? in C The Earihly andDivine in Human Lite
This fascinating Double-Symphony is, without doubt, the other outstanding masterpiece of the set. Once again, there
is irregularity in the movements, slow movement and scherzo being combined together. Each movement is titled
after an aspect of human life; 1. Childhood; 2. Passion; 3. Triumph of the Divine. Nothing could be more apropriae
rhan the childlike melody whictr opens the main body of the first movemenl, after the fascinatingly orchestrated
introduction. The serond theme of this movement is one of Spohr's loveliest inspirations; the delightful woodwind
triplets reminding us of the second zubject of the finale of the first piano uio. Spohr again demonsuates his love of
the beautiful bassoon melody is rmforgenable and,
woodwind instnnnents in the slow section of the second movern€nt
when the tenrpo quickens, lhe music becomes unsettled, even dramatic (not usually a word aplied to Spohr) wi& the
woodwind srill to the fore. Unease reigns in the fmal movement, until the final uiumph in a peaceful C major coda.
Although the introduction to the first movement and the coda to ttre finale are based on the same notes, lhe seventh is
rather a musical journey through human feelings. Surely this is a
not a concentrated cyclic symphony like the fiffh
as it once was!
novel and unusual work that would be welcome in our concert halls again
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Symphony No.t in G

fire Jigtrttr synptrony is a retum to 'normality' in that there are four distinct movements. The first and last ae alike rather gentle and somewhat pastoral, making us think ahead again, this time to Dvol6k's Symphony No.8 (also in G!).
The two central movem€nts enshrine the very soul of the work; lhe slow one being anong the most lovely that Spohr
wisful shining beauty, combined with deft and remote modulation. The fascinating scherzo reminds us
has left us
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Mendelssohn and the Trio is the 'miniature violin concerlo' referred to earlier, once again zuggestive
Sullivan in certain Places.
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Symphony No.9 in B minor The Seosons
fne nmtn symphony gives the usual titles to the fotn movements, beginning with Winter but it is a far cr)'from
Vivaldi's treatment of the same subject. Spohr's winter is bleak and rather remote with halting rhythms, surprise
harmonies and raher barren texAr.es at times. It is one of those movements which is very memorable without the listener
'spring'- looks back to Symphony No.4 in its birdcalls while the third
being able to say why. The gentle minuet
movement, 'Sumrl€r', reminds us of the slow movement of the fifitr. The triumphant 'Autumn' rounds offthe work in
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a contented B major.

h this short survey, I have not gone into deep or detailed analysis. I rather hope that I may send some readers to the
CD stores with their appetites whetted; for the symptronies, I hope, that are less familiar to them - and who knows?
lvlaybe the daywill dawn when all of Spohr's major works are available on disc (it certainly seems a possibility in the
light of the last couple of years). Perhaps then, Spohr will be recognised as (to quote an ancient edition of Grove)'a
great master, second in rank only to the very giants of art.' lrt us hope so.
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